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Knit the next
2 reversible squares
for your beautiful
throw

Creation of throw and pillows:
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with the next issue
Yarn care instructions
Hand wash only • Do not bleach • Do not iron
• Do not tumble dry
When washing the finished product, follow
the manufacturer’s washing instructions
found on the yarn bands.

Needles/hooks not suitable for children under
14 years of age.

• 	2 balls of Crea yarn to make your
next 2 squares in Provenance Albite
and Impasto Citrine
• 	Knit a simple shrug and a winter hat.
Plus, make a braided belt and crochet
a hanging storage basket
• 	Customize with braids
• 	Learn to crochet in the round
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patchwork Collection

seed stitch
in pearl

Your next seed stitch square is knitted in Crea
Harmony in a soft white color. This simple
stitch, worked by alternating one knit and one
purl stitch, creates a lovely texture with plenty
of visual interest for your throw.

21

★

throw

C2

pearl square
Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm)
Knitting needles: size 4 (3.5mm)
Stitch: seed stitch

21

★

patchwork Collection

try this!

seed stitch SQUARE
IN pearl

To knit the seed stitch, follow the instructions below or go
online to watch the video.

See “reading a pattern card” for the list
of abbreviations.

to make
Using size 4 (3.5mm) needles and
Harmony, cast on 25 sts.
Patt row: K1, *p1, k1, rep from * to end.
This row forms the patt.
Cont in patt until work measures 4¾ in.
(12cm) from the beg. Bind off.
Work another square in the same way.
1 For this stitch, knit and purl stitches are
worked on the same row, and one row
forms the pattern. Pattern row: Knit the
first stitch,

3 Continue to repeat the pattern row to
create the seed stitch fabric.

joining the squares

Block your squares, see blocking your
work, know-how 3. Then, with wrong
sides together and the edges matching,
tack around the outer edge, stitching
about one stitch from the edge.
watch the video
www.knit-and-stitch.com

throw

C2

When you have tacked
your squares together,
label them C2. You’ll
need this reference
when you join your
pairs of squares for
your throw. Keep the
squares safe in your
workbasket.

2 Now repeat purl 1 and knit 1 to the end of
the row. This row forms the pattern.

Note: Each ball of yarn supplied is
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you
find you work tightly, or loosely, change
your needle size—see know-how 1,
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

patchwork Collection

stockinette stitch
in smoke

The next square for your reversible throw
introduces Crea Aerial, a beautiful soft yarn.
The hairs on the yarn will make a lovely, fluffy
fabric. The square is knitted in stockinette stitch
using size 9 (5.5mm) needles.

throw

D7

smoke square
Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm)
Knitting needles: size 9 (5.5mm)
Stitch: stockinette stitch

22
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try this!

1 Just two rows make up the stockinette
stitch fabric. Row 1: Knit to the end of the
row. This is the right side of the fabric.

To knit stockinette stitch, follow the instructions
below or go online to watch the video.

2 Row 2: Purl to the end of the row. This is
the wrong side of the fabric. These 2 rows
form the stockinette stitch.

3 Repeat the 2 rows throughout. The “hairs”
on the yarn will make a fluffy fabric.

Stockinette STITCH SQUARE
IN SMOKE
See “reading a pattern card” for the list of
abbreviations.

to make
Using size 9 (5.5mm) needles and Aerial,
cast on 20 sts.
Row 1 (rs): K to end.
Row 2: P to end.
These 2 rows form the st st.
Rep them until the work measures 4¾ in.
(12cm) from the cast-on edge, ending with
a p row.
Bind off.
Work another square in the same way.
Note: Each ball of yarn supplied is enough
to work 2 whole squares. If you find you
work tightly, or loosely, change
your needle size—see know-how 1,
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

joining the squares

Block your squares, see blocking your
work, know-how 3. Then, with wrong
sides together and the edges matching,
tack around the outer edge, stitching
about one stitch from the edge.
watch the video
www.knit-and-stitch.com

throw

D7

When you have tacked your squares together, label
them D7. You’ll need this reference when you join
your pairs of squares for your throw. Keep the squares
safe in your workbasket.

Fashion projects

cropped cardigan

This pretty cardigan with fluted
sleeves is knitted in stockinette
stitch with a deep ribbed welt.
The round neckline is finished
with a ribbed border.

Materials
•6
 [6:7:8] x 2 oz. (50g) balls of
Sublime Baby Cashmere Merino
Silk DK in Gooseberry
• Pair of size 3 (3.25mm) and size
6 (4.0mm) knitting needles
• Tapestry needle
• 2 stitch holders
• 7 buttons

8

★

SIZES
To fit bust 32[34:36:38]in. (81[86:91:97]cm).
Actual measurement 34[36¼:38:40½] in.
(86[92:97:103]cm).
Length to back neck 18[19:19½:20½] in.
(46[48:50:52]cm).
Sleeve seam ¾ in. (2cm).
Gauge
22 sts and 28 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over st st.
ABBREVIATIONS & SPECIAL ABBREVIATION
See reading a pattern card.
yrn = yarn around needle.

LEFT FRONT: Using size 3 (3.25mm) needles,
cast on 57[61:63:67] sts.
Rep the 2 Rib rows of the back 20 times, then
work Rib row 1 again.
Dec row: Rib 5 sts, sl these sts onto a holder
for band, p5[3:8:6], p2tog, (p6, p2tog) 5[6:5:6]
times, p5[3:8:6]. 46[49:52:55] sts.
**Change to size 6 (4.0mm) needles.
Beg k row, cont in st st to 10½[11:11½:11½] in.
(27[28:29:29]cm) from beg, ending at
armhole edge.
Shape armhole: Bind off 5 sts at beg of next
row. 41[44:47:50] sts. Work 1 row (omit on right
front).
Dec 1 st at the armhole edge on next 3 rows.
then on foll 3[3:3:2] alt rows. 35[38:41:45] sts.
Cont without shaping to 13[13¼;13¾;13¾] in.
(33[34:35:35]cm), from beg, ending at
front edge.

RIGHT FRONT: Using size 3 (3.25mm) needles,
cast on 57[61:63:67] sts.
Work the 2 rib rows of the back twice.
*Buttonhole row: K1, p1, yrn, p2tog, k1.
Work 15 more rows in rib. *
Rep from * to * once, then work the
buttonhole row again.
Work 4 more rows in rib.
Dec row: P5[3:8:6], p2tog, (p6, p2tog) 5[6:5:6]
times, p5[3:8:6], turn and leave the rem 5 sts
on a holder. 46[49:52:55] sts.
Work as given for left front from ** to end.
SLEEVES: Using size 3 (3.25mm) needles,
cast on 89[93:101:105] sts.
Work 3 rows in rib as given for back.
Dec row: P4[6:4:6], p2tog, (p4, p2tog)
13[13:15:15] times, p5[7:5:7]. 75[79:85:89] sts.
Change to size 6 (4.0mm) needles.
Beg with a k row, cont in st st to ¾ in. (2cm),
from the beg, ending with a p row.
Shape top: Bind off 5 sts at beg of next 2
rows. 65[69:75:79] sts.
Dec 1 st at each end of next 3 rows, then foll
13[15:16:16] alt rows. 33[33:37:41] sts.
Dec 1 st at each end of foll 1[1:3:5] rows. 31 sts.
Bind off 4 sts at beg of next 2 rows. 23 sts.
Bind off.

Cut the yarn leaving a long tail. Leave these
sts on a holder.
NECKBAND: Join shoulder seams. With rs
facing, using size 3 (3.25mm) needles, work
across 6 sts of right front border as folls: (k1,
p1) twice, k2tog, pick up and k 34[36:38:42]
sts evenly up right side of neck, 37[39:41:45]
sts from back neck, 34[36:38:42] sts evenly
down left side of neck, then work across 6
sts of left front border as folls: k2tog, (p1, k1)
twice. 115[121:127:139] sts.
Beg Rib row 2 of back, work 1 row.
Buttonhole row: K1, p1, yrn, p2tog, rib to end.
Work 3 more rows in rib. Bind off in rib.
FINISHING
Sew the sleeves to the armholes, then join the
side and sleeve seams. Sew the front borders
in position using the cast-on sts. Sew on the
buttons to align with the buttonholes.
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TO MAKE
BACK: Using size 3 (3.25mm) needles, cast on
107[115:121:129] sts.
Rib row 1 (rs): K1, *p1, k1, rep from * to end.
Rib row 2: P1, *k1, p1, rep from * to end.
Rep these 2 rows 19 more times, then work
Rib row 1 again.
Dec row: P8[4:7:3], p2tog, (p6, p2tog)
11[13:13:15] times, p9[5:8:4]. 95[101:107:113] sts.
Change to size 6 (4.0mm) needles.
Beg k row, cont in st st until work measures
10½[11:11½:11½] in. (27[28:29:29]cm), from beg,
ending with p row.
Shape armholes: Bind off 5 sts at beg of next
2 rows. 85[91:97:103] sts.
Dec 1 st at each end of next 3 rows, then foll
3[3:3:2] alt rows. 73[79:85:93] sts.
Cont without shaping until work measures
17¼[18:19:19½] in. (44[46:48:50]cm), from beg,
ending with a p row.
Shape shoulders: Bind off 6[6:7:8] sts at beg
of the next 4[2:4:4] rows and 6[7:8:8] sts at
beg of the next 2[4:2:2] rows. 37[39:41:45] sts.
Bind off.

Shape neck: Bind off 9[9:10:10] sts, at beg of
the row. 26[29:31:35] sts.
Dec 1 st at neck edge on next 5 rows, then on
foll 3[4:4:6] alt rows. 18[20:22:24] sts.
Cont without shaping to 17¼[18:19:19½] in.
(44[46:48:50]cm), from beg, ending at
armhole edge.
Shape shoulder: Bind off 6[6:7:8] sts at beg
of next row and 6[7:7:8] sts at beg of foll alt
row. Work 1 row. Bind off the rem 6[7:8:8] sts.
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RIGHT FRONT BORDER: With ws facing, using
size 3 (3.25mm) needles, cast on 1 st, rib
across the sts on the holder. 6 sts.
Rib 10[10:12:12] rows.
*Buttonhole row: K1, p1, yrn, p2tog, k1, p1.
Work 15[15:17:17] rows more in rib.*
Rep from * to * once more, then work the
buttonhole row again.
Work 14[14:16:16] rows more in rib.
Do not cut yarn. Leave these sts on a holder.
LEFT FRONT BORDER: With rs facing,
using size 3 (3.25mm) needles, cast on 1 st, rib
across the sts on the holder. 6 sts.
Rib 55[55:63:63] rows.

See Customizing Techniques
11 for more creative ideas
with charms.

designer’s tip
Customize your cardigan by
stitching a row of dangling
charms round the inner edge
of the neckband.

accessories

ribbed leg warmers
The perfect sports accessory, these leg
warmers will keep you warm while you
exercise. You can knit them using the
two-needle or circular needle method.
Materials
• 1 x 2 oz. (50g) ball of Rowan
Felted Tweed in Raspberry
• Pair of size 5 (3.75mm) knitting
needles or size 5 (3.75mm)
circular needle, 12 in. (30cm)
long
• Ring stitch marker for circular
knitting
• Tapestry needle

10
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accessories
SIZE
8¼ in. (21cm) in circumference x 7 in. (18cm) long.  
Gauge
38 sts and 32 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over 2 x 2 rib, with
rib closed.
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
TO MAKE LEG WARMERS
ON A PAIR OF KNITTING NEEDLES
Using size 5 (3.75mm) needles, cast on 82 sts.
Rib row 1 (rs): P2, *k2, p2, rep from * to end.
Rib row 2: K2, *p2, k2, rep from * to end.
Rep these 2 rows for 7 in. (18cm), ending with
Rib Row 2.
Bind off in rib.
Join the seam, then weave in the ends.
Make another leg warmer in the same way.
TO MAKE LEG WARMERS
ON A CIRCULAR NEEDLE
Using a size 5 (3.75mm) circular needle, cast on
80 sts.
Place a stitch marker on the right needle and join
for working in the round, taking care not to twist
the sts (see know-how 8, circular knitting).
Rib round: *K2, p2, rep from * to end.
Slipping the marker on every round, rep the Rib
round until work measures 7 in. (18cm). Remove
the stitch marker.
Bind off in rib.
Weave in the ends.
Make another leg warmer in the same way.

designer’s tip
Although the pattern uses a short,
circular needle, double-pointed knitting
needles would work just as well. Use
a set of five needles and divide the
80 stitches equally between four of the
needles, 20 stitches on each one, then
use the fifth needle to start knitting.
Remember to mark the beginning of
the round with a stitch marker.

HOME COMFORTS

cable panel pillow

This small pillow cover,
with a central cable panel,
is worked in one piece.
A deep overlap at the back
is secured with a cord tie.

Materials
•6
 x 1 oz. (25g) balls of Crea
Impasto in Pebble
• Pair of size 6 (4.0mm) knitting
needles
• Cable needle
• 14 in. (35.5cm) length of cord
• Tapestry needle
• 12 in. (30cm) square pillow
form
Go to knit-and-stitch.com
to buy Crea yarn. See the
information chart for details.

9
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HOME COMFORTS
SIZE
To fit a pillow form 12 in. (30cm) square.
Gauge
20 sts and 28 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over stockinette
stitch.
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATIONS
C4F = cable 4 front worked thus: sl 2 sts onto cn and
leave at front of work, k2, then k sts from cn.
C8F = cable 8 front worked thus: sl 4 sts onto cn and
leave at front of work, k4, then k sts from cn.
TO MAKE
Using size 6 (4.0mm) needles, cast on 68 sts.
K 1 row.
Now work in st st with cable panel as foll:
Row 1 (rs): K20, p3, k4, p3, k8, p3, k4, p3, k20.
Row 2: P20, k3, p4, k3, p8, k3, p4, k3, p20.
Row 3: K20, p3, C4F, p3, C8F, p3, C4F, p3, k20.
Row 4: Rep Row 2.
Rows 5 and 6: Rep Rows 1 and 2.
Row 7: K20, p3, C4F, p3, k8, p3, C4F, p3, k20.
Row 8: Rep Row 2.
These 8 rows form the patt.
Cont in patt until work measures 27½ in. (70cm),
ending with Row 4.
S st Row 1: *K1, p1, rep from * to end.
S st Row 2: *P1, k1, rep from * to end.
Rep these 2 rows once more, then work s st Row 1
again. Bind off k-wise.
FINISHING
Block the knitting (see know-how 3). Place the
knitting with right side facing on a flat surface
and fold the top, bind-off edge down, then fold
the bottom up, overlapping the knitting for
2⅓ in. (6cm). Pin the side edges, then join the
side seams, working through all three layers of
fabric at the overlap.
Turn the cover through to the right side and insert
the pillow form. Thread the cord through the
layers at the center of the overlap and tie a bow
to secure it.

designer’s tip
A tie is added to the back of
the pillow cover to hold the flap
in place. You can use matching
yarn for the tie, or a cord in a
contrasting color. Here, a faux
suede cord in dark brown is used.

Customizing techniques

designer’s notebook: charms
Charms come in many shapes and sizes. They’re
a lovely way to add decoration to your handmade
projects, as well as ready-made items.

U

se decorative charms to add fun
and originality to your projects. Sew
them directly onto the fabric as a
embellishment, or thread them onto large
pins to make unique pieces of jewelry to
wear with your projects.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR
THROW...
Sew a set of themed
charms to a selection of
your squares for a unique
finish. Use a yarn that
matches the square or
use a length of sewing
thread. If you are using
metal charms, remember
to remove them before
washing your throw.

You can tell a story with a collection of
themed charms, add a single charm as a
statement piece or create a small cluster.
If you are decorating a washable item, you
can sew the charms to a length of ribbon
and attach this to your design so that it can
be easily removed.

Sewing on charms
Use yarn or sewing thread to attach the charm, depending on the fabric you are working with.

1

Place a charm on the fabric,
then pin through the ring
to hold it in place. If a pin
doesn’t work, use low tack
masking tape to hold the
charm in place.
watch the video
www.knit-and-stitch.com

2

Using a needle and
sewing thread, work a
few stitches on the back
of the fabric, close to the ring
on the charm, to secure the
thread. Bring the needle to the
front of the fabric through the
center of the ring.

3

Take the needle over
the top of the ring and
through to the back and
pull the thread through. Work
a few more stitches like this to
hold the charm, then secure
the thread on the wrong side
with a few small stitches.

expert’s tip
Position your charms
and make sure you
are happy with the
arrangement before
sewing them in
place. Remember to
remove the charms
before washing
your projects.

11
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Customizing techniques
cool cuff
Sew themed charms to
a knitted wrist cuff.

pin brooch
Decorate a kilt pin with clusters
of pretty charms.
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Materials
• 1 x 2 oz. (50g) ball of
Debbie Bliss Rialto
DK in Mallard
• Pair of size 5
(3.75mm) knitting
needles
• Tapestry needle
• Short length of
linked chain
• 2 charms

pocket flap

bonus patternm
itch.co

The flap on a denim
jacket is the ideal place
for a collection of charms.

visit knit-and-st

SIZE
3 x 6 in. (7.5 x 15cm).

A cell phone case
trimmed with charms.

Gauge
30 sts and 36 rows to 4 in.
(10cm) over rib patt.
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
TO MAKE
FRONT: Using size 5
(3.75mm) needles, cast on
25 sts.
K 1 row.
Work in the patt as foll:
Row 1 (rs): P2, k1, *p3, k1,
rep from * to last 2 sts, p2.
Row 2: K2, p1, *k3, p1, rep
from * to last 2 sts, k2.
These 2 rows form the
patt.
Cont in the patt until work
measures 5 in. (13cm),
ending with Row 2.**
Now work the ribbed band.
Rib row 1 (rs): P2, *k1, p1,
rep from * to last st, p1.
Rib row 2: K2, *p1, k1, rep
from * to last st, k1.
Rep these 2 rows twice

more. Bind off in rib.
BACK: Work as given for
front to **.
Work in patt 6 more rows.
Now work in patt with g st
edging for flap as foll:
Row 1 (rs): K1, p1, k1, *p3,
k1, rep from * to last 2 sts,
p1, k1.
Row 2: K2, p1, *k3, p1, rep
from * to last 2 sts, k2.
Rep these 2 rows 7 more
times.
Now work the ribbed band.
Rib row 1 (rs): K1, *p1, k1, rep
from * to end.
Rib row 2: K2, *p1, k1, rep
from * to last st, k1.
Rep these 2 rows twice
more. Bind off in rib.
FINISHING
Join the side and base
seams. Fold over the flap
and sew a charm on the
right side at the center and
finish with a small yarn
bow. Attach a charm to
one end of the chain, then
sew the other end to the
side of the case.

Know-How

dropped stitches
Dropped stitches are one of the minor hazards of knitting
and can happen to even the most experienced knitter.
Fortunately, these mishaps can be easily corrected.

T

he first rule is to locate the dropped
stitch and stop it in its tracks
immediately by placing it on a spare
needle. Don’t stretch or pull the knitting as
this will cause the dropped stitch to unravel
further. Stay calm and correct the problem.
The method for picking up a dropped stitch
will depend on whether it is in a recently
worked row or has gone undetected until
you have worked a number of new rows.

expert’s tip
Always keep spare knitting
needles, crochet hooks and
stitch holders at hand in
your knitting bag for those
moments when you need
to act quickly to rescue a
dropped stitch.

• A recently dropped stitch with its
corresponding missed horizontal
strand is easy to spot. You might even
be aware of it happening as you knit,
and you can reinstate it immediately
before you continue knitting the row.

• If a stitch has dropped down several
rows it appears at the bottom of a
“ladder”—each horizontal strand is
one row where the stitch has been
missed. The stitch will need to be
brought up the ladder, one row at
a time, using a knitting needle or
crochet hook.

• Once located, ease the rescued stitch
gently onto a spare knitting needle, a
crochet hook, or stitch holder to keep
it stable. To pick up dropped stitches
you’ll need a needle or crochet hook
that is smaller than the ones you are
currently using.

12
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KNOW-HOW
Picking up a dropped stitch
from the row below
Secure the loose stitch as described on the previous page, then work along the row until you
reach the dropped stitch and pick it up as shown below. If you drop a stitch while you are
working it, simply pick it up right away and continue knitting.

to pick up a knit
stitch

to pick up a purl
stitch

1

1

2

2

From the front of the work, insert the right
needle into the dropped stitch. Then pick
up the strand of yarn behind it so that both
are on the right needle.

Insert the left needle into the picked up
stitch from back to front. Carefully lift it
up and over the strand of yarn, keeping
the new knit stitch on the right needle.

3

Transfer the rescued stitch to the left
needle ready to continue knitting the
row—make sure the stitch is not twisted
before you start knitting.

With the wrong side of the work toward
you, insert the right needle into the
dropped stitch from back to front, then pick
up the strand of yarn in front of it so that both
are on the right needle.

picking up a
dropped stitch
over several rows
First, secure the dropped stitch and work
along the row until you reach the ladder
of unused strands. Work your way up
the ladder to the top and then put the
new stitch onto the left needle ready to
continue the row.

Working up a knit ladder
Use a crochet hook that is smaller than
your knitting needles. Insert the hook into
the loose stitch from the front and catch
the horizontal strand immediately behind
it. Pull the strand through the dropped
stitch to create a new knit stitch. Hold this
stitch on the hook and repeat to pick up
the next rung of the ladder.

Insert the left needle into the picked up
stitch and carefully lift it over the strand
of yarn and off the needle, keeping the
new purl stitch on the right needle.

3

Transfer the new purl stitch to the
left needle ready to continue the purl
row—make sure the stitch is not twisted
before you start knitting.

Working up a purl ladder
Insert the crochet hook into the loose
stitch from the back and catch the
horizontal strand in front of it. Pull the
strand through the dropped stitch to create
a new purl stitch. Remove the hook, bring
the next horizontal strand in front of the
new stitch, and repeat the process to pick
up each spare strand.

wrist cuff
Sew sparkling charms to a simple knitted
strip to create a decorative wrist cuff.

creative
bonus pattern

materials
• 	Approximately ¾ oz. (20g) of DK
yarn
• 	Pair of size 5 (3.75mm) knitting
needles
• 	Size 4/E (3.5mm) crochet hook for
tied cuff
• 	Tapestry needle
• 	Selection of charms
• 	Sewing needle and thread

CIRCULAR CUFF
SIZE
1¾ x 8 in. (4.5 x 20cm).
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
TO MAKE
Using size 5 (3.75mm) needles,
cast on 11 sts.
Row 1: K1, *p1, k1, rep from * to
end. This row forms the patt.
Cont in patt for 8 in. (20cm).
Bind off.
FINISHING
Join cast-on and bind-off edges
to form a ring. Sew a selection of
charms to the center of the cuff
as shown. .

TIED CUFF
SIZE
1⅓ x 6¾ in. (3.5 x 17cm).
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
TO MAKE
Using size 5 (3.75mm) needles, cast on 9 sts.
Work in g st (every row k) for 6¾ in. (17cm).
Bind off.

© Eaglemoss Ltd. 2017.

FINISHING
Using a size 4/E (3.5mm) crochet hook and
holding 2 strands of yarn together, join the yarn
to the center of the cast-on edge and work 20
ch. Fasten off.
Make a tie at the center of the bind-off edge in
the same way.
Weave in the ends. Tie a knot at the end of each
tie. Sew three charms in the center.

creative
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Create a stunning reversible throw square by square

Beautiful
textures for
your home

The next
two squares

Crochet a hanging basket

Learn the bed jacket stitch

Knit a simple, cozy shrug

knitting

crochet

crewelwork

felting
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patchwork collection
23	garter stitch in albite
24 	bed jacket stitch
in citrine

ACCESSORIES
11 knitted beanie

Fashion projects
9 cozy shrug

customizing techniques
12	designer’s notebook:
braids
• braided belt

home comforts
10 hanging storage

know-how
13 crocheting a basic circle

Knit the next
2 reversible squares
for your beautiful
throw

Creation of throw and pillows:
Melanie Porter © Eaglemoss Ltd 2017
knit-and-stitch.com

with the next issue
Yarn care instructions
Hand wash only • Do not bleach • Do not iron
• Do not tumble dry
When washing the finished product, follow
the manufacturer’s washing instructions
found on the yarn bands.

Needles/hooks not suitable for children under
14 years of age.

• 	2 balls of Crea yarn to make your
next 2 squares in Grisaille Mist and
Antique Ivory
• 	Knit a child’s hoody, a set of mug cozies
and a cover for a circular picture frame
• 	Stitch a pretty votive cover
• 	Customize with metal eyelets
• 	Learn how to work decorative increases

Colors and yarns may vary from those shown.
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patchwork Collection

garter stitch
in ALBITE

The next garter stitch square for your stunning
reversible throw is knitted in Crea Provenance
using size 6 (4.0mm) knitting needles. The plain
cream color, Albite, shows off the lovely texture
of this simple stitch.

23

★

throw

I3

Albite square
Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm)
Knitting needles: size 6 (4.0mm)
Stitch: garter stitch

23 patchwork Collection

★

try this!

1 Cast on any number of stitches. For this
stitch, knit stitches are worked on every
row. Insert the right needle into the first
stitch, from front to back. Take the yarn
around the right needle and knit the stitch.

To knit garter stitch, follow the instructions below
or go online to watch the video.

2 Slide the stitch off the left needle,
keeping the new stitch on the right needle.

GARTER stitch SQUARE IN ALBITE
See “reading a pattern card” for the list of
abbreviations.
to make
Using size 6 (4.0mm) needles and Provenance, cast
on 21 sts.
Cont in g st (every row k) until work measures
4¾ in. (12cm) from cast-on edge. Bind off.
Work another square in the same way.
Note: Each ball of yarn supplied is enough to work
2 whole squares. If you find you work tightly, or
loosely, change your needle size—see know-how 1,
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

joining the squares

Block your squares, see blocking your work,
know-how 3. Then, with wrong sides together
and the edges matching, tack around the outer
edge, stitching about one stitch from the edge.
watch the video
www.knit-and-stitch.com

throw

I3

When you have tacked your
squares together, label them I3.
You’ll need this reference when you
join your pairs of squares for your
throw. Keep the squares safe in
your workbasket.

3 Knit into each stitch until all the stitches
are on the right needle. Turn the knitting
around and continue to knit every row to
create the garter stitch fabric.

patchwork Collection

bed jacket stitch
in CITRINE

This square for your reversible throw is knitted
in Crea Impasto. The stitch used is the bed jacket
stitch—a stitch commonly used to knit bed
jackets. The yarn is wrapped twice around the
needle to form “long” stitches.

throw

K3

citrine square
Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm)
Knitting needles: size 6 (4.0mm)
Stitch: bed jacket stitch

24

★★

24 patchwork Collection

★★

try this!

BED JACKET stitch SQUARE
IN CITRINE

To learn how to knit the bed jacket stitch, follow the
instructions below or go online to watch the video.

1 Cast on any number of stitches and work
the pattern as follows. Row 1: Insert the
needle into the first stitch, wind the yarn
twice around the needle and knit the stitch.

2 Knit to the end, winding the yarn twice
around the needle for each stitch. The extra
loops will be dropped on the next row to
form the “long” stitches.

See “reading a pattern card” for the list
of abbreviations.
to make
Using size 6 (4.0mm) needles and
Impasto, cast on 17 sts.
Row 1 (rs): K to the end, wrapping yarn
twice around needle for each st.
Row 2: P to the end, dropping the extra
loops from previous row.
These 2 rows form the patt.
Cont in patt until the work measures
4¾ in. (12cm) from the cast-on edge,
ending with a ws row. Bind off.
Work another square in the same way.
Note: Each ball of yarn supplied is
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you
find you work tightly, or loosely, change
your needle size—see know-how 1,
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

joining the squares
3 Row 2: Insert the needle into the first
stitch and purl it, letting the extra loop drop
from the left needle.

4 Purl to the end of the row, letting the
extra loop on each stitch drop from the left
needle. You will have a row of long stitches.

Block your squares, see blocking your
work, know-how 3. Then, with wrong
sides together and the edges matching,
tack around the outer edge, stitching
about one stitch from the edge.
watch the video
www.knit-and-stitch.com

5 Rows 1 and 2 form the pattern and are
repeated throughout.

throw

K3

When you have tacked
your squares together,
label them K3. You’ll
need this reference
when you join your
pairs of squares for your
throw. Keep the squares
safe in your workbasket.
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Fashion projects

cozy shrug

9

★

Knitted in garter stitch
in a chunky yarn, this
lovely shrug is created
from a simple T-shape
by joining two seams.
Materials
• 11[13:16:18:21] x 1 oz. (25g) balls of Crea
Antique in Claystone
• Pair of size 10½ (6.5mm) long knitting
needles
• Tapestry needle
Go to knit-and-stitch.com to buy
Crea yarn. See the information chart
for details of all the Crea yarns.

ry • USE YO
ra
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Fashion projects
SIZES

To fit bust 32[34:36:38:40]in. (81[86:91:97:102]cm).

Length 12[12½:13¼:14:15] in. (30[32:34:36:38]cm).
Gauge
15 sts and 26 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over g st.
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
TO MAKE (made in one piece)
Using size 10½ (6.5mm) needles, cast on
45[48:51:54:57] sts.
Work in g st (every row k) until work measures 11[12:
12½:13¾:15] in. (28[30:32:35:38]cm) from cast-on
edge.
Next row: Cast on 45[48:51:54:57] sts for the back.
90[96:102:108:114] sts.
Cont straight in g st until work measures
12½[14:15¾:17¼:19] in. (32[36:40:44:48]cm) from
cast-on sts for the back, ending at back edge.
Next row: Bind off 45[48:51:54:57] sts to complete
the back, k to end. 45[48:51:54:57] sts.
Cont straight in g st until work measures 11[12:
12½:13¾:15] in. (28[30:32:35:38]cm) from bind-off
row. Bind off.
FINISHING
Lay the knitting on a flat surface with the back
section at the top. Fold the back section down
so that the row ends are level (A to A). Pin the
cast-on edge to the cast-on edge of the back
(B to B). Pin the bind-off edge to the bind-off
edge of the back (C to C). Join the seams. The
lower edge will be open and there will be an
opening at each side on the top edge for the
armholes. Fold the back edge to form the collar.  
A

C

Back

B

Fold
Fold

C

Fold

★

A

B

HOME COMFORTS

hanging storage

This handy storage
basket is perfect to hang
in the bathroom. It is
crocheted in the round
using a chunky tape yarn
and a large crochet hook.
Materials
• 2 x 9 oz. (250g) cones of Wool and the Gang
Mixtape yarn in gray
• 13/M (9.0mm) crochet hook
• Tapestry needle

10

★

10

★

HOME COMFORTS
SIZE
8¼ in. (21cm) in diameter x 8½ in. (22cm) high.
Gauge
9 hdc = 4 in. (10cm). 11 rounds = 8 in. (20cm).
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
TO MAKE
Using a 13/M (9.0mm) hook, make a sliding ring
(see know-how 13).
Round 1: Ch2 (counts as first hdc), work 9 hdc
into ring, sl st into top of the ch2 space. 10 hdc.
Round 2: Ch2, work 1 hdc into first hdc, now
work 2 hdc into each hdc to end, sl st into the
top of the ch2 space. 20 hdc.
Round 3: Ch2, work 1 hdc into first hdc, 1 hdc
into next hdc, *2 hdc into next hdc, 1 hdc into
next hdc, rep from * to end, sl st into the top of
the ch2 space. 30 hdc.
Round 4: Ch2, work 1 hdc into first hdc, 1 hdc
into each of next 2 hdc, *2 hdc into next hdc, 1
hdc into each of next 2 hdc, rep from * to end, sl
st into the top of the ch2 space. 40 hdc.
Round 5: Ch2, work 1 hdc into first hdc, 1 hdc
into each of next 3 hdc, *2 hdc into next hdc, 1
hdc into each of next 3 hdc, rep from * to end, sl
st into the top of the ch2 space. 50 hdc.
Round 6: Ch2, work 1 hdc into first hdc, 1 hdc
into each of next 4 hdc, *2 hdc into next hdc, 1
hdc into each of next 4 hdc, rep from * to end, sl
st into the top of the ch2 space. 60 hdc.
Round 7: Ch2, working into the bk lps only, work
1 hdc into each hdc to end, sl st into the top of
the ch2 space.
Round 8: Ch2, work 1 hdc into each hdc to end,
sl st into the top of the ch2 space.
Rounds 9 to 17: Rep Round 8 nine times.
Round 18: Ch10 for the handle, skip the first 10
hdc, sl st into next hdc, now work 1 dc into each
hdc to end, sl st into first ch.
Round 19: Ch1 (does not count as a st), work
10 dc into ch lp, work 1 dc into each dc to end, sl
st into first dc. Fasten off.
Weave in the ends.

designer’s tip
You can increase the diameter of the
storage basket by working more rounds
for the base. Just continue to increase,
as before, by working one more half
double crochet between each increase on
every round to keep the circle flat.
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accessories

knitted beanie
This chunky hat is knitted in an interesting
textured yarn on large needles. It is warm
and cozy and has the added bonus of knitted
earflaps—perfect for keeping out the winter cold.

Materials
• 1 x 3½ oz. (100g) ball of King Cole
Gypsy in Oatmeal
• Pair of size 15 (10.0mm) knitting
needles
• Tapestry needle

11

★
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Gauge
10 sts and 16 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over double s st.

e your
m
miz

SIZE
One size—fits 21¼ in. (54cm) head circumference.
Length 7 in. (18cm), excluding earflaps.

es • embe
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accessories
See Customizing Techniques 12
for more creative ideas
with braids

lE • custo
ty
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ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATIONS
ssk = slip, slip, knit worked as follows: sl next 2 sts k-wise, insert
left needle into the 2 slipped sts, from left to right, and k tog.
p2sso = pass 2 slipped sts over.
TO MAKE
Using size 15 (10.0mm) needles, cast on 54 sts.
Work in patt as foll:
Row 1 (rs): K2, *p2, k2, rep from * to end.
Row 2: P2, *k2, p2, rep from * to end.
Row 3: Rep Row 2.
Row 4: Rep Row 1.
These 4 rows form the patt.
Cont in patt until work measures 6 in. (15cm) from beg, ending
with Row 4.
Shape crown
Work in g st (every row k) shaping as foll:
Dec row 1: *K4, k2tog, rep from * to end. 45 sts.
Next row: K to end.
Dec row 2: *K3, k2tog, rep from * to end. 36 sts.
Next row: K to end.
Dec row 3: *K2, k2tog, rep from * to end. 27 sts.
Next row: K to end.
Dec row 4: *K1, k2tog, rep from * to end. 18 sts.
Next row: K to end.
Dec row 5: *K2 tog, rep from * to end. 9 sts.
Cut the yarn leaving a long tail. Thread tail through rem sts,
draw it up tightly and secure the end.
Earflaps: With rs facing, and working along the cast-on
edge, skip the first 7 sts, join the yarn and using size 15
(10.0mm) needles, pick up and k 9 sts.
Work on these 9 sts for the first earflap.
K 7 rows.
Row 8: K1, ssk, k to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1. 7 sts.
Row 9: K to end.
Row 10: K1, ssk, k1, k2tog, k1. 5 sts.
Row 11: K to end.
Row 12: K1, sl 2 sts tog, k1, p2sso, k1. 3 sts. Bind off.
With rs facing, skip the next 22 sts, join the yarn and using size 15
(10.0mm) needles, pick up and k 9 sts.
Follow the instructions for the first earflap.
FINISHING
Weave in the ends. Join the center back seam.

designer’s tip
Customize your hat and turn this simple
design into a chic Peruvian-style hat by
adding chunky braids to the bind-off edge
of each earflap. Thread six long lengths of
yarn through the bind-off edge so that you
have 12 ends for the braid. Work the braid
with three groups of four strands, then
wrap a length of yarn around the end of the
strands to secure. Finally, trim the ends.

Customizing techniques

designer’s notebook: braids
Braids make effective finishes to projects where
a cord is required, or they can be used to create
a project—a belt or tieback, for example.

C

reate the perfect finishing touch for
your designs by making braided cords.
They are easy to make and can match
to the color of your projects.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR THROW...
Use yarn left over from your
squares to customize your throw
with decorative braids. Add a
single braid to a square or a row
of braids along an edge. The
braids can be worked in one or
more colors and in different
textures and yarn thicknesses.

Fine to mediumweight braids can be used
to trim bags, sachets, pillows and other soft
furnishings; while medium to heavyweight
braids can be used to make belts, hat ties
and curtain tiebacks.
You can use almost any kind of yarn, from
stranded cotton to knitting yarn, even string.
Just make sure the weight of the material is
compatible with your fabric.

three-strand braid
For a three-strand braid, the lengths of yarn should be approximately 25 percent longer
than the finished braid, and the number of lengths should be divisible by three.

1

Cut strands of yarn the
required length and knot
them together at one end.
Secure the knot to a board
with a flat-headed pin, or ask
someone to hold the end for
you. Divide the strands into
three equal groups.

2

Take the right-hand
group over the center
group, then take the
left-hand group over the new
center group.
watch the video
www.knit-and-stitch.com

3

Continue in this way,
taking the right-hand
group then the left-hand
group over the center group
to the end of the yarn. Tie
a knot in the ends to secure
them, then trim the ends.

expert’s tip
Experiment with
different materials—
lengths of crochet
chain create an
interesting texture,
ribbon woven loosely
produces a flat
braid, and suede
and leather cord is
ideal for making a
firm braid suitable
for sturdy belts.

12
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Customizing techniques

Hat trim
Make a braid with rounded cord and
tie it around the crown of a straw hat.

braided
belt
Crochet chains are
braided to form
this colorful belt.

Materials

braided fringe
Add interest to a
plain bath mat with a
row of colorful braids.

bracelet
Braid three cords,
in contrasting
colors, for a
simple bracelet.
To fasten, add a
clasp or just tie
the ends together.

• 1 x 2 oz. (50g) ball of multicolored DK yarn
• I/9 (5.5mm) crochet hook
• Tapestry needle
Note: Two strands of yarn are
used. Wind yarn into 2 balls
before starting to crochet.

ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
TO MAKE
Using size I/9 (5.5mm) hook
and 2 strands of yarn held
together, leaving an 8 in.
(20cm) yarn tail, make a ch
approximately 25 percent
longer than the length of the
finished belt—we made 49 in.

(125cm) lengths of chain and
the braided belt measured
39½ in. (100cm), excluding
yarn ends.
Fasten off, leaving an 8 in.
(20cm) yarn tail.
Make 2 more lengths of ch
the same way.
FINISHING
Tie the yarn ends at the
top of the chains together,
pushing the knot up close to
the chains. Braid the three
lengths evenly, then knot the
yarn ends together, pushing
the knot up close to the
chains. Trim the ends.

Know-How

crocheting
a basic circle
Flat discs are the basis for motifs, pillow covers and mats.
It is important to work carefully positioned increases on
each round so that the final disc is flat and a perfect circle.

working in the round chain ring
A circle is started with a central ring into which
you work your stitches. There are several ways
to start a circle, choose the one suitable for
the motif you are working—a slip knot or a
sliding ring can be pulled up tightly to close the
center; for an open center, work a chain ring.

The most common way to start a circular motif is to make a short length
of chain and join it into a ring. The ring can be any size—the more chains
worked, the larger the hole at the center.
Work a short length of chain, usually between
4 and 8 chains, then slip stitch into the first
chain to form a ring. Work the number of
turning chains for the stitch you are using,
then work the required number of stitches
into the ring and slip stitch into the top of the
turning chain to close the circle.

To ensure your motif lies flat, you will need
to increase the number of stitches on every
round. The increases should be worked
at regularly-spaced intervals to form a
perfect circle.

slip knot ring

The size of this ring can be made smaller or larger as you work, allowing the
stitches to sit evenly within the loop. Once the first round is completed, the loop
can be pulled up to eliminate the hole in the center.

1

Make a slip knot in the yarn and pull the
loop into a circle. Hold the loop with the
short end on the left and the end from the
ball of yarn on the right.

2

Work the number of chains for the
stitch you are using, then work the
required number of stitches into the
slip knot loop.

3

At the end of the round, gently pull the
short end of the yarn to close the circle,
then slip stitch into the turning chain
to close the round. The end of yarn should be
carefully woven in.

13
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KNOW-HOW
sliding ring

The size of this ring is also adjustable and
is more robust than the slip knot ring. The
yarn end is enclosed within the first round of
stitches and will not need weaving in.

1

Wrap the end of the yarn clockwise
around your index finger twice to form a
ring, with the short end of yarn nearest
your fingertip.

2

Hold the short end between your
thumb and middle finger and insert
the crochet hook through the loops
and pull the yarn from the ball through.

working a basic circle

When working in the round, you must increase on each round in order to make the circle lie flat.

1

2

3

4

Start by making a ring. Work the number
of stitches into the ring that need to be
increased for the stitch you are using. In
this example we are working 12 increases;
therefore, 12 stitches—chain 3 to start the
round and work 11 double crochet. Slip stitch
into the top of the chain to close the circle.

On the third round, work 2 double
crochet into every alternate double
crochet, increasing 12 double crochet.
You will have 36 double crochet.

On the second round, work 2 double
crochet into each of the double
crochet—increasing 12 double crochet.
You will have 24 double crochet.

On the fourth round, work 2 double
crochet into every third double crochet—
increasing 12 double crochet. You will
have 48 double crochet. Continue to increase
12 double crochet on every round, working
1 more double crochet between each increase
until the circle is the required measurement.

joining in the round

There are two methods for joining a new yarn when working in the round.

3

Work the number of turning chains for
the stitch you are using, then work the
required number of stitches into the
ring. Before joining the first round, gently
pull the short end of yarn to close the ring.

• Complete the last stitch of the round, insert
the hook into the first stitch of the round, take
the new yarn over the hook and pull it through
the stitch and the loop on the hook.

• Work to the end of the round leaving the last
2 loops of the last stitch on the hook. Complete
the stitch with the new yarn, then join the
round with a slip stitch using the new yarn.

